
We can put a man on the moon,
but can we conquer inner space?
Space conservation may be the key to cutting back on the waste of

energy and building costs by the storing and filing of plain air

Americans put a man on the
moon. The Soviets go whizzing
about in manned satellites. The
Space Shuttle gobbles up dollars in
preparation for the days mankind
will renew its quest to conquer outer
space.

There is another element of the

space race that should be taken into
account: the conservation of inner
space.

A Washington, D.C. space plan-
ning consultant has recently issued
his claim that millions of square feet
of empty floor space-costing in-
dustry, business, institutions and the

Spacesaver high-density mobile filing and storage systems can save space or increase
storage capacity by eliminating unnecessary access aisles. Shelving compacts to form an
access aisle wherever you need one. Top left, conventional fixed access aisles for shelv-
ing waste half the space, which limits storage capacity of a given area and leads to
decentralized filing. As the top right diagram shows. mobile filing systems can be used
to increase storage capacity up to 100 percent. by filling unnecessary aisles with addi-
tional shelving. Or, mobile shelving can be compacted to provide equal storage capacity
in about half the space required for conventional shelving (lower left). allowing you to
turn 50 percent of existing space over to other functions The flexibility of Spacesaver
systems (lower right) allows tailoring the length. depth. height and load characteristics to
make the most efficient use of available space In place of 4-drawer or 5-drawer files,
Spacesaver systems can increase storage capacity up to 500 percent or more.
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government billions of dollars-are
being wasted by filing and storing
nothing more than plain air.

“The amount of space and energy
for new building construction, or
rent for existing buildings, that goes
up in air is tremendous, when you
consider the space conservation tech-
niques that are available today,”
says John H. C. Schmidt, president
of Spacesaver Systems, Inc.

“We have just scratched the sur-
face in showing filing and storage
space planners how they can reduce
floor space by 50 percent, while in-
creasing cubic foot capacity in a
given area by 100 percent,” Schmidt
says.

Recent advances in high-density
mobile filing and storage systems
have made it a relatively simple pro-
cess to eliminate wasted space by get-
ting rid of aisles that separate con-
ventional shelving or filing cabinet
areas, according to Schmidt.

His own Spacesaver products util-
ize shelving sections mounted on
wheeled carriages that shuttle side-
ways on rails installed in the floor.
The systems come in both manual
and electric models.

“A simplified example of how
mobile shelving works,” Schmidt
says, “is that of a household clothes
closet. No one would consider having
ten or 12 inches of space between
each garment. The space required
would be intolerable. Instead, gar-
ments are packed close together, and
a group of hangers are moved right
or left to open up the single space to
select the garment desired.”

If Schmidt can sell his notion that
inner space can be more profitably
managed, he will succeed, of course,
in selling more Spacesaver systems.
However, his comments are particu-
larly interesting when put into the
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context of building planning and
design.

One of the immediate direct rela-
t ionships of space planning for
storage and filing needs is in the area
of building energy usage. If—and
when—the Building Energy Perfor-
mance Standards are made to be ef-
fective, designers are going to be
looking for systems trade-offs allow-
ing for maximum efficiency in energy
consumption.

Commercial heating, lighting and
air conditioning already are running
at about $3 per square foot, with
some predictions indicating that cost
could run $9 per sq. ft.—triple the
current cost—within a decade. It
doesn’t make good economic sense
to be heating, lighting or air condi-
tioning unnecessary storage space,
and if storage requirements can be
effectively reduced, it could be one
firm way designers can achieve
hoped-for efficiency without trading
off other components of a design.

The notion of cutting interior
storage space has another major
economic plus. New construction
costs can run $45-$90 per sq. ft. and

The mobile shelving concept is similar to a clothes closet. No one would consider leav-
ing six to 12 inches between every garment in a closet. The wasted space would be
exorbitant. Instead, only one space is allocated and hangers are moved right or left
while selecting the desired garment. Likewise, Spacesaver high-density mobile shelving
requires only one aisle. The units are compacted right or left to open up the desired ac-
cess space, thus increasing capacity by 100 percent when compared to stationary shelv-
ing that requires many aisles.

it is not unusual to find prime rental
spaces at $20 per foot. Neither of
these costs is going down, so retrieval
of any usable space can make the
return-on-investment or payback on
a space organizing system a short
term prospect. Schmidt boldly states
his particular system has a payback
of less than two to five years, de-
pending on the amount of commit-
ment involved.

“If 2,000 sq. ft. of space can be
cut from either a new or existing
building, an average of $100,000 can
be saved in construction-or about
$24,000 annually in rent-plus sav-
ings in energy and maintenance,”
Schmidt says. “Stretching walls was
once a prank sprung on uninitiated
apprentices. Now, it is a serious fac-
tor stretching the imaginations of the
most astute space planners.”
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